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By: Lauren
Megerdichian

CALIFORNIA

Glamorous

O

kay, we're honestly so overwhelmed by the beauty of this
bridal shower that the only word I can say that might sum up
how we feel is.... OBSESSED. I mean, this entire event is lled with so
many details we could stare at it all day and nd something new to
love about it! The theme was inspired by the beautiful colors and
scenery of the Amal Coast, which is where the bride and groom will
be traveling to on their honeymoon. It's complete with a ower wall
that will make your heart utter, a bouquet-making station and the
most decadent and delicious dessert table we've ever seen.
Everything was perfectly planned and put together by Aliana Events.
The jaw-dropping orals were arranged by the amazing Celio's
Design. Keep on reading to see all the can't-miss details of this day,
all captured by Alissa Noelle Photography.
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Towards the end, there was a oral bouquet making station for all
and the bride, Shannon, had to chose the winner. Then surprise!
Celio's Design
Here comes her lovely ancé, Manraj, to surprise the bride before
the party ended, and the look on her face when he walked in is
CAKE
priceless. So much love between these two!! I want to end this by Sweet Novelette
saying that for all wedding events you are working on, you should
aim to create an event where the theme/decor best represents you CATERING
as
an individual and the two of you together, as a couple. The theme is
right there in front of you! All you have to do is rally up a dream team
to make it come true while still staying on trend like this bridal
shower. One for the books!
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